
6.7 Summary

The essential need to rotor position for normal operation of PMSmo-
tors, in addition to its usage in closed-loop control of these machines,
emphasizes the ultimate importance of rotor position information in
these machines. The problems associated with mechanical sensors
and their high cost are the reasons for the industry’s interest in the
rotor and speed sensorless systems as a cost-saving and practical
alternative to the motor control with mechanical sensors. However,
sensorless control is challenging due to its demanding criteria like
accuracy, robustness, swiftness, and capability of working over the
entire range of motor operation. There are many sensorless control
methods used in the commercial products or presented in the lit-
erature responding to these challenges. Therefore, a comprehensive
investigation of position and speed estimation methods for PMS ma-
chines is cumbersome. Also, the classification of the methods by a
single arrangement may not be useful or even possible. Nevertheless,
a selection of major position and speed estimation methods together
with their corresponding schemes are classified and presented in this
chapter in detail. The presentation starts with the traditional back
EMF-based method with two of its schemes. The flux linkage estima-
tion method with its four schemes is elaborated. The third category
of rotor position estimation presented in the chapter is the hypothet-
ical rotor position method, where a reference frame oriented along
a hypothetical rotor position is used in motor modeling. Three ro-
tor estimation schemes of this method, including voltage-based, back
EMF-based, and feedforward voltage decoupling schemes, are pre-
sented in this chapter. The forth category of estimation methods is the
saliency-based method, in which the rotor position is extracted from
the position-dependent motor inductances. This method is capable of
estimating rotor position over the entire speed range, including zero
speed. The method is considered by four different schemes in this
chapter, including the offline scheme for salient PMS motors, high-
frequency signal injection scheme for salient PMS motors, inverter
switching harmonics scheme, and signal injection scheme for non-
salient PMS motors. Finally, the observer-based estimation method is
presented by three closed-loop schemes, including a simple state ob-
server and two extended Kalman filter-based schemes for non-salient
and salient PMS motors. Each scheme is discussed by, firstly, pre-
senting the corresponding fundamental principles, followed by the
appropriate motor model and the implementation. The merits and
limitations of each scheme are discussed.


